
ONEKAMA TOWNSHIP 
BOARD SPECIAL MEETING
THURSDAY, MARCH 17, 2022

5:00 PM

Meeting called to order by Supervisor David Meister at 5:00 p.m.  

Pledge of Allegiance

Attendance:  Bob Blackmore, Allen Taylor, Ed Bradford, Shelli Johnson, and Meister.  

PUBLIC COMMENT:  Jim Pomaranski spoke regarding the road right-of-way 
comments from the last meeting (previous Wednesday).  Handouts were given to the 
Township Board Members regarding PA 283 of 1909.  No survey was available to the 
public to determine the setbacks accuracy for the ZBA.  It is a highly congested area with 
safety compromise.  The site plan is a key element.  Pomaranski contacted the Manistee 
County Road Commission,.  The County Road Association of Michigan was also 
contacted regarding Portage Point Drive.  Pomaranski also spoke of Highway 
obstructions and encroachments pertaining to Section 247.171 of the handout.

Faye Backie commented to please consider the precedent that will be set.

Dan Norbeck commented, stating that an error made in good faith is still an error.  The 
building and occupancy is injury to persons and damage to property.  Something should 
be written up that if the Cooks run into issues in the building process, that they cannot sue 
the Township.  Mr. Grier never made any remarks to the ZBA making any errors in their 
decision.   The issue was they were being taxed as buildable.  To treat it one way and 
used another is unlawful.  The issue is complicated.  A good faith error is still an error.  
The seawall isn’t on their property.  We’re treating this seawall like it’s their seawall.  
We’re requiring an earthen berm along the entire seawall.

Libby Schleiffarth stated that #13 on the agreement resolves the last pending claim 
motion.

Bob Schleiffarth commented, Why the Rush?

Ellen Somsel stated that she is concerned about the lake.  The size of use of the property 
is unthinkable to the lake.  In light of the grievance of what zoning was 20 years ago, 
does this ever happen?

Judith Spohn commented that Andrew Cook was the mayor in West Field Indiana.  How 
would he feel if this was happening in his township?  Andrew Cook and Barbara Cook 
reside in Westfield Indiana and wouldn’t appreciate this happening where they live.

Richard Wilson stated that he is not responding to the points spoken here.  He thanked the 
ZBA and Township Board for the time put into this.  A lot of time and money has been 
spent on this.  Wilson asked to approve the Consent Judgement submitted by Mr. Grier.

Ed Bradford stated that he would like to thank the public and ZBA for the past few 
months.  He stated that he would like everyone to know his thought process.  Bradford 
stated that if the Township Board does nothing with this, it goes back to Plan B that was 



originally submitted to the ZBA.  The Public needs to understand that.  If the Board 
upholds the ZBA’s decision, we’ll be back here.  Maybe they reversed the setback labels, 
Spicer did the survey and they are one of the best.  Regarding the comment of no room 
for construction traffic, there’s always lots of traffic in that area and it’s often congested 
due to contractors such as lawn services, builders, and recent seawall construction.  
Angels Slide is an issue, agreed.  You have to drive slow; there are kids around, 
sometimes with a parent, sometimes not.  Having a car parked in the proposed driveway  
could be a calming for the traffic.  The decision is not precedence setting.  Every 
requested variance is heard by the ZBA and is judged on its own merit.  This is a non-
conforming zoning issue.  The seawall is not the Township’s domain.  If it’s not where 
it’s supposed to be, it’s not for the Township Board.  When the ZBA looked at all of this 
they had Katie Mehl look at all of the houses with Portage Point and the properties, 
houses, etc. and there are many in the same predicament.  (presentation given on big 
screen of houses with pre-existing houses)

Motion by Blackmore, Second by Bradford to accept the Consent Judgement to Attorney 
Tom Grier for signature.  Roll Call Vote: Blackmore: Yes Bradford:  Yes
Johnson:  Yes Meister:  Yes Taylor:  No     M/C

Recess @ 5:55

Reconvene @ 6:00

Budget Work Session, Parks & Recreation, Invasive Species.

Meeting adjourned 7:36 p.m.

___________________________
Shelli Johnson, Clerk


